Best linear unbiased prediction to predict category frequencies of future progeny of a sire for type traits scored in mutually exclusive categories is described. The method accounts for automatic covariances among categories and is comparable to prediction for multiple traits. The method does not require linearity of measurements and also allows nonlinear economic values to be assigned to each category after frequencies are predicted. Evaluations were for 12 descriptive type traits for 712 Brown Swiss bulls having daughters in more than one herd. Problems in obtaining solutions to the mixed-model equations for multiple traits are discussed.
of categorically scored traits is to treat each category as a separate subtrait and utilize the covariance structure of the subtraits to predict frequencies of future progeny for each category (1, 2, 3, 15) . The covariance structure can be utilized and, perhaps more important, nonlinear economic values can be assigned to predicted frequencies in the categories.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a best linear unbiased prediction procedure which was used for categorically scored type traits recorded by the Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders' Association.
METHODS
The model treats categories of a trait as separate traits so that the model is the same as for multiple trait evaluation (10,12) as modified in (15) . The modification essentially is to delete one category so that the variance-covariance matrices will be nonsingutar. record and is a column of n c x c identity matrices; and t (Z~ Z s) = the incidence matrix describing which herd-year and sire effect is included in each record• Each set of c columns of the Zh matrix will contain a c x c identity matrix for each animal associated with that herd-year and c x c blocks of zeros when the records are not associated with that herd-year. A similar pattern holds for Z s. The mean vector is E(y) = Xfl, and the variances are
where H is a block diagonal matrix with number of blocks equal to the number of herd-years and the identical blocks (Hi) are the variance-covariance matrices of herd-year effects for the remaining c categories of the trait; S is a similar block diagonal matrix corresponding to the number of sires and with blocks ($1) consisting of the variance and covariance matrix of sire effects (if relationships among the sires are considered, then S = A'S1, the direct product of the numerator relationship among the sires and Sa ; and R is a block diagonal matrix of n blocks with elements corresponding to variances and covariances among residual effects (R1). where nij is the number of animals with records in the ith herd-year sired by the /'th sire, and Yijk is the vector of c observations on the kth animal in the ith herd-year sired by the jth sire and corresponds to the Yl defined earlier.
The computing strategy was to absorb the herd-year equations into the ~ and ~ equations before obtaining solutions by modified GaussSeidel iteration with number of iterations being 25 or less than 25 if the sum of absolute changes from the previous round was less than .0001 N, where N is the number of equations after absorption ([number of sires + 1] x c).
The variance-covariance matrices H1, Sl, and R1 were those from the same data (21, 22) .
Estimates and predictions for the deleted category were obtained by difference as described by (15) The data were restricted so that each of the 712 sires had to have daughters in more than one herd. There were 824 herds represented and 2295 herd-years. The descriptive traits were not adjusted, but final score, final classification, and the eight score card traits were adjusted as described by Moreno (13) to the basis of a lactating cow, 47 mo of age classified in the fall. Predictions for these adjusted traits were as single traits but are not reported here since the procedure is similar to that described by Norman et al. (14) . Relationships among the sires were not considered although a slight modification easily would account for numerator relationships (9) .
DISCUSSION
Any discussion of sire evaluation for categorical traits must include a listing of any difficulties in computing and especially of potential computing time. The computing sequence is reasonably standard for situations when the entire coefficient matrix cannot be stored in memory. 1) The data are sorted sire within herd-year.
2) The herd-year equations are absorbed, and the resulting /3 and sire coefficients together with their right-hand side terms are written in half-stored form on tape for each herd-year.
3) The coefficients and right-hand sides are sorted together. 4) The coefficients and right-hand sides are summed, expanded to full-stored form, and written on tape. 5) The full-stored coefficients and right-hand sides are sorted into equation order. 6) Solutions are obtained by modified Gauss-Seidel iteration (successive over relaxation). 7) Identification from step 2) is merged with the solutions to provide the final listing illustrated in Table 2 .
Although the procedure requires generalized inverses of the variance-covariance matrices, which has the effect of deleting one category for each trait, there were some cases where the variance-covariance matrices of the remaining categories were singular or nearly singular. These cases generally occurred when the ignored category had a low frequency. Table 1 presents the raw frequencies as well as the solutions for the frequencies in categories and indicates the four traits that required deletion of two categories, the only solution to the problem attempted. The result was that the two deleted categories effectively were lumped together as a single category.
A major concern before computing was the possible difficulty in obtaining convergence of the solutions in a reasonable number of rounds of iteration because of experience with similar equations for evaluation of calving difficulty (2,3). Therefore, solutions for a small example were examined with slight modifications of the basic iteration procedure. The example included three categories (one was ignored), 21 animals in 10 herd-years by 14 sires. Thus, there were 30 equations after absorption.
The solutions for 13 seemed to dominate the equations because of their absolute size relative to sire solutions. Thus, the first attempt was to use the raw frequencies as first or guessed solutions for the solutions for ~ and zeros for the sire solutions. A better starting ^point appeared to be to solve the equations for/3 after absorption but ignoring the sire equations and using those solutions as a starting point. Use of a relaxer, however, and the other equations ^ caused the solutions for/3 to change considerably in the first few rounds. Therefore, the solutions for ~ were forced to be the same for 10 rounds of iteration. The average absolute change of all solutions from the previous round, however, took an upward jump in the 1 lth round• When the solutions for ~3 were forced to be the same for the first three rounds, this upward jump did Indicates one category deleted in analysis.
blndicates two categories deleted in analysis.
not occur and did not seem as likely to cause problems if the solutions otherwise might converge by close to 10 rounds. Several relaxers also were tried including 1.0 (usual Gauss-Seidel) and ranging otherwise from 1.5 to 1.8. The smallest number of rounds of iteration was for a relaxer of 1.7. The combination of good initial estimates of the solutions for ~ and the relaxer of 1.7 gave a smaller sum of absolute changes in 14 rounds than 50 rounds of usual Gauss-Seidel iteration. The standard modification for the complete data set for all traits was to hold the initial solutions for ~ for the three rounds and use a relaxer of 1.7. There was at least one case when the sum of absolute changes from round to round began to become larger after several rounds of iteration which indicated that convergence would not occur. Other experience (Roger Cady, personal communication) indicated that changing the relaxer to 1.00 (equivalent of usual Gauss-Seidel) would solve that problem. Thus, programming was incorporated to change the relaxer to 1.00 if the sum of absolute changes increased. More efficient iteration may result by incorporating a larger relaxer after solutions begin to converge again, but this was not attempted. The time to obtain solutions for a trait was naturally dependent on the number of categories as well as the number of rounds of iteration. Timing was dependent on other jobs the computer was doing, but generally the time for steps 2 through 5 was proportional to the number of categories. For three categories (two analyzed) the time required was about 22 min, for five categories (four analyzed) the time needed was about 36 min. Timing for iteration was nearly proportional to the square of the number of equations. For 1426 equations (two analyzed categories) with 78,908 nonzero coefficients time required was about 21 min; for 2139 equations, time was about 49 min; and for 2852 equations with 315,632 nonzero coefficients the time needed was about 81 min for 25 rounds of iteration. Faster methods of iteration would reduce costs.
Analysis of final score took about 10 min for steps 2 through 5 and 5 min for iteration, which also would be the time required if the categories were considered as measurements on a linear trait.
An excerpt of the evaluation for stature is in Table 2 by registration number for the first and last 10 sires that had 10 or more daughters in the evaluation. Changes from the unadjusted to BLUP predictions of category frequencies generally show the typical pattern of regression toward mean frequencies. Stature, however, is a high heritability trait as compared with some other traits that generally show a more pronounced regression towards mean frequencies.
In a few cases predicted frequencies of progeny were slightly negative for categories with a small mean frequency. There is nothing in the procedure that forces positive evaluations for each category, although category frequencies must sum to 100%. Some arbitrary rule probably should be imposed before publication to set the frequency to zero or to a small positive number. A more troublesome problem occurs when two categories must be combined and the resulting evaluation predicts the frequency of the combined categories. Again, one of the categories is likely to have a small frequency and possibly could be ignored.
Sampling errors of predictions were not obtained but could, perhaps, be approximated by selection index methods.
CONCLUSIONS
Best linear unbiased prediction of frequencies in categories for descriptive type traits of future daughters of sires is feasible. The effectiveness of this sytem should be compared with predictions from linearized systems of scoring such traits. Assignment of economic values, usefulness in predicting herd survival of daughters, standard errors of prediction, and effect of including effects (e.g., herd-year effects) as fixed to account for association of sires and herds are all factors which should be considered. How to adjust categorical data for age is another problem that was not investigated.
